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The meeting was called to order at 3.25 p.m.

AGENDA ITEM 103: OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES
(continued) (A/42/3, 12 and Add.l, 491; A/C.3/42/L.6, L.27; A/42/l12, 'no;
A/42/323-S/l8899, A/42/376-S/l8959; A/42/381-E/1987/l17; A/42/390, 393, 398;
A!42/477-S/l9048, A/42/525-S/19092)

(a) REPORT OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER (continued)

(b) QUESTION OF THE CONTINUATION OF THE OF2ICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS HIGH
COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES (continued)

(c) ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES IN AFRICA: REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (continued)

1. Mr. MONTANO (Mexico) expressed his Government's appreciation for the report
contained in document A/42/l2 and for the work done by the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees. The Office's activities in various areas of conflict
had traditionally consisted in helping people in danger and assisting host
Governments in dealing with refugees. A third element - assistance to innovative
regional proposals aimed at an overall solution to the refugee problem - was now
beginning to emerge.

2. The joint efforts of countries of asylum, UNHCR and various non-governmental
organizations and individuals had secured for largp. numbers of refugees the basic
requirements for their social well-being and a guarantee of their fundamental
rights. It was alarming, however, that refugee camps in some regions continued to
be subject to armed attacks. The pace of humanitarian assistance must be stepped
up. Responsibility did not rest with simply one organization or with host
countries but with the entire world community, which must not only provide
resources but also search for an integrated, humanitarian solution. Regrettably,
the current level of refugee flows reflected the degree of insecurity, tension,
hostility ~~d social injustice which .currently prevailed in the world.

3. The ~~onomic crisis affecting the countries of his region had hampered their
capacity to cope with the massive refugee flows caused by economic, social and
political problems in Central America. The progress made in that area would not
have been possible without UNHCR's ussistance. Efforts at the regional level had
been directed not only at meeting the short-term needs of'thousands of displaced
persons but also at finding lasting solutions, such as voluntary repatriation or
resettlement. His country was, of course, opposed to making refugees return home
against their will, c~d the Cartagena Declaration had been an important step in
that regard. His count~y supported fully the High Commissioner's proposal to hold
a regiollal conference on alternative solutions to refugee problems in Mexico and
Central America, with a view to achieVing agreed durable solutions relating to
countries of origin and asylum countries. The Consultative Group established for
that purpose had the delicate task of recommending topics for discussion at the
conference, which must serve as a forum for discussing specific issues.
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4. The countries of the r -gion were also anxious to enhance communicaton and
promote pUblic awareness of the refugee problem, the national studies being carried
out by the Consultative Group were of great assistance to that end. His Gov~rnment

was also following with interest other regional initiatives to deal with the
problem, partic1Jlarly those related to efforts to bring peace to the region, for
instance, the Central American peace agreement. His country was prepared to
contribute to any regional measures to deal with the refugee problem and, in
particular, to cO"operate with bilateral or regional agencies in the search for
lasting solution to the Central American refugee problem.

5. His Government's support for refugees was based on the guiding principles of
its fo['eign policy, which included full respect for human rights, especially the
right to political asylum. The Government and people of Mexico had responded to
the refugee challenge and UNHCR's assistance had been fundamental, demonstrating
the importance of international solidarity.

6. The joint programmes being carried out by the Mexican Commission for
Assistance to Refugees, the special Cn~mission for Assistance to Refugees and UNHCR
had facilitated assistance to thousands of refugees. Efforts to help Guatemalan
refugees had focused on self-reliance and assistance with voluntary repatriation.
The success of efforts to promote self-reliance was encouraging but voluntary
repatriation remained the priority aim. Some 800 refugees had already opted for
that course, and the numbers were expected to grow considerably in 1988. To that
end, a joint programme had been set up with the Guatemalan authorities and was
being kept under constant review.

7. His co~ntry remained committed to the search for lasting solutions to the
refugee problem, it reiterated its belief in voluntary repatriation as the best
solution and its commitment to ensuring full respect for human rights in the
treatment of refugees in Mexico. It reaffirmed its conviction that UNHCR's
resources must be strengthened to enable it to comply fully with its mandate and
that the requisite reforms must be undertaken to that end.

8. Mr. SATHIAH (Malaysia) said that the report in document A/42/l2 showed that
mass exoduses of refugees continUed in many parts of the world. Of the 12 million
refugees forced to flee because of war, persp.cution or natural disasters, some
10 million were to be found in developing countries. The largest influx of
refugees - some 2.8 million Afghans - was being shared between Pakistan and Iran.
Roughly 1.6 million refugees had sought asylum in South-East Asian countries in the
past 13 years, Indo-China refugees being the largest group.

9. Of the 84,000 Vietnamese temporarily refugees in the ASEAN countries, some
8,700 were to be found in Malaysia. Malaysia had agreed from the outset, on purely
humanitarian grounds, to provide temporary refuge for perso, fleeing from
Viet Nam. The burden on Malaysia, as a developing country, nad been considerable,
but it had continued to prOVide emergency help upon receiving assurances from
resettlement countries that it would not be saddled with residual problems. It
appreciated the financial and technical support provided by UNHCR and certain
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re~ettlement co~ntries, but residual problems remained. The refugee intake by
resettlement countries had fallen from 63,000 in 1984 to 47,000 in 1986, while the
influx of illegal Vietnamese refugees cl"ntinued unabated. Viet ,'am itself had done
littl~ to solve the problem at source, the number of depa~tures under the Orderly
Departure Programme (ODP) had declined and the Programme mu&t be revived in order
to discourage illegal immigrants, most of whom were "economic migrants".
Viet Nam's failure to modify its population relocation policy was particularly
disturbing, until it did ~o, neighbouring count,ies would continue to be saddled
with Vietnamese refugees.

10. His Government would maintain its policy of providing first asylu~ ~n

humanitaripn grounds ~nd temporary transit facilities, despite the tremendous
political, economic and social cost to it. It would not he saddled with residual
problems, however, it was alarmed at the sh~ft of emphasis to the idea of local
intel)ration - a phi:"os( '.1hy which negated the responsibility of Stal'es of distress,
and was totally unac~eptable to Malaysia ald other ASEAN countries, as had been
made clear in the Joint Statement made by the ASEAN Foreign Ministers on
14 June 1987.

11. Rese~tlement in third countries, and direct resettlement through ODP
departures frc'm V:..et Nam, were viable bolutions if they were seriously pursued.
Viet Nam and third countries must honour their commitments and not reduce their
intakes or impose discriminatory conditions. His delegation endorsed the call to
Governro ~ts responsi~le for stress and conflict to look into their policies, in
partic" I it urged Viet Nam to readjust its ~~mographic and economic policies so
as to f~~~litat~ the prover use of the Orderly Departure Programme. It ~lso urged
the Governments concerned te give favourable consideration to voluntary
repatriation. Lastly, hE reiterated the appeal made by the ASEAN Foreign Ministers
to resettlement countries not to reduce their intakes and to relax their selection
criteria further, in order to h~lp the many people in refugee camps and processing
centres who otherwise had no prospect of resettlem~nt.

12. Mr. STROMHOLM (Sweden) said that his Government welcomed the ~xecutive
Committee's conclusions on military and armed attacks on refugee camps and
settlements, in view of the dangers and security problems that many refugees had
been facing in recent years. His Government also welcomed the fact that 103 Statp.s
had now become parties to the 1951 Convention relating to thp. status of refugees
and/or the 1967 Protocol, but was concerned that many countries, particularly in
Asia and Eastern Eur~pe, had still not acceded to them. It urged all States which
had not yet done se to becoftle parties to those instruments.

13. South Africa's destabilization policies and its use of armed force and
economic pressure against neighbouring countries made refugees in southern Africa
particularly vulnerable. Sweden welcomed the international programmes of
assistance for Mozambican 1 !fugees and returnees but nGted that there was still a
ne~d for greater co-ordl..... don between the United Nations organizations involved in
emergen~y relief in southern Africa.
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14. Regarding the refugee IJltuat.ion in Central America caused by the C"onflicts and
crises in tIle reg10n, Sweden strongly supported the Central American peace
agreement and urged that. no effort. be spared to proml"te the peaceful solutions
proposed by the region'9 five Heads of State. In the mean time, lasting solutions
must be found in countrietB of asylum and, for those who decided on volunlary
repatriation, in countries of origin.

15. It was vital to c~ntinue international assistance to the Afghan refugees, who
would pose a vast prob.l.ltm 11ft long as Soviet intervention and warfare in Afghanistan
persisted. The best svluticn, of course, would be the achievement of conditions in
Afghanistan which would make voluntary repatr~ltion possible for all the refugees.

Hi. His Government was concernl!d about the increas:,ng abuse of asylum. Irregular
movements of migrants were being disguised 4S refugee movements, often organized by
individuals for financial gain. Sweden ~,a. faced with the problem of growing
numbers of poeple who appeMrtid on its borders without valid reasonr and \Jithout
passports or other documenttl, and had proposer.) +:hat the subject be considered at
the next session ot the Executive Committee.

17. Glohal refugee ~~licy must be based on generosity and solidarity and his
Government wa~ prepared to continue its current policy on that basis, pLovided that
everyone concerned worked in the same direction. Sweden believed that legal
protection of refugees was the cornerstone of tne work of UNHCR. High priority
must continue to be given to the search fOI~ durable solutions, the most desirable
SOlution being voluntary repatriation and the next best being integration in
countries w~th a similar culture and language. Most refugee flows took place
between developing countries and he reaffirmed his Government's appreciation for
the generosity of host countries.

18. Bearing in mind the responsibility of the international community and the need
for increasing emphasis on income-generating projects, Sweden had welcomed the High
Commissioner's recent efforts to promote self-reJ"iance, in particular its labour
insertion activities in Costa Rica, ongoing efforts in Pakistan to shift the
emphasis of UNHCR programmes for Afghan refugees from relief to self-reliance and
the UNHCR/World Bank project in Pakistan which combined development objectives and
income-generating opportunities for both refugees and the local population.

19. Given the Office's important catalytic role in promoting the linkage between
refugee aid and development, Sweden appreciated the High Commissioner's efforts to
strengthen co-operation with other int~rnational organizations, development
agencies and non-governmental organizations and urged Governments members of UNDP
and other development organizations to promote such co-operation in their governing
bodies.

20. The plight of refugee children, who accounted for roughly half the world's
refugees and were exposed to physical suffering, abuse and psychological damage,
had not been given the attention it deserved. He therefore welcomed the
conclusions on refugee children adopted by the'Executive Committee at its
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thirty-eighth session and the work currently underway in the United Nations syst.en
on the drafting of an international convention on the righta of the child.

21. Mr. ABDOUN (Sudan) said that the refugee problem was an international
responsibility. As stated in the introduction to the r~port in document A/42/12,
refugee situations were an integral pact of political, social and economic changes
and of upheavals and divisions within the international community, and humanitarian
action would not be fully successful without treating the underlying caU3es. The
High Commissioner had ~stimated that between six and seven million refugees ~ould

return to their homes if a peaceful settlement was reached in the conflicts in
Afghanistan, Kampuchea and the Horn of Africa.

22. There was an obvious link between durable solutions and root causes, but
international action could not wait. The role of UNHCR in providing protection and
assistance was obviously important and should encompass a variety of needs and
responses. All parties concerned had an obligati~n to comply with the conclusions
and decisions adopted by the Executive Committee at its thirty-eighth session.
Their importance underlined the negative nature of the restrictive practices that
the High Commissioner had dealt with in his report and his introductory statement.

23. While voluntary repatriation was th. most desirable solution to refugee
problems and should always be encouraged and facilitated, it would be neither
realistic nor acceptable in all cases to wait for the root causes to oisappear
before acting. Recent experience had shown that some refugees at least could be
helped to return voluntarily before the root causes c: the original exodus had
disappeared compl~tely, given th~ basic gunrantees and other measures essentidl for
their ~ein~egration. Action tn that direction should be pursued with increased
commitment and resolve. Universal adherenc~ to the ~nternational instruments on
refugees was essential for their protection.

24. His delegation attached special importance to the legal aspect of the Office's
role. In that connection, the tragic situation of Palestinian and South Afr~can

refugees could not be resolved unless the ~asic, inalienable rights of the peoples
of South Africa, Namibia and Palestine were restored by the two racist regimes that
wel responsible for the tragedy. His delegation welcomed the Executive
Committee's decision concerning an international conference on the situation of
refugees and war victims in the south~rn African region and was sure t~at

co-operation between the United Nations and the Organization of African Unity would
prove effecti·/e.

25. The Second International Conference on Assistance to Refugees in
Africa (ICARA 11) had shown the relevance of the development dimension of refugee
assistance. In that connection, the Executive Committee's conclusions and
decisions on refugee aid and development were of special importance, representing
as they did a commitment to the principle of burden-sharing which was particularly
relevant to the least developed countries, whose fragile economic and social
infrastructures were reaching breaking-point as a result of the presence of large
refugee populations. His dele~ation welcomed the Executive Committee's appeal to
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the internation~l community and the United Nation~ system to pursue the
establishment of a linkage between refugee aid and development in the follow-up to
ICARA 11. It also welcomed the agreement between UNHCR and UNDP on revised
guidelines and development activities related to refugeea and shared the view that
the governing bodies of development agencies should encourage co-operation between
their organizations and UNHCR.

26. In connection with the report on assistance to refugees in Africa (A/42/49l),
he reminded members that the Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and
Development had emphasized the need for speedy implementation of the ICARA 11
recom~~ndations. His delegation ahared the view that assistance to least developed
count~ies hosting large refugee populations should be provided in addition to, and
not at the expense of, the development programmes being carried out in the
countries concerned.

27. The maa_ive refugee problem in Sudan had been amply and objectively documented
by the 1986 inter-agency mission and the 1987 review mission (A/42/646) and he
expressed his country's appreciation to the members of the review mission. The
report of the mission stated that the magnitude of the bllrden was far too heavy to
be borne by the Sudanese ~ople alone and that refugee-related assistance had
fallen ahort of what the situation warranted. The mission had concluded that there
was an inescapable need for additional resources to carry out programmes of
assistance and that developn~nt programmes must be conceived and implemented on the
basis of the global needs of areas of settlement. His delegation was confident
that the Secretary-General, UNHCR, UNDP and other agencies of the system were aware
of the ut'gent need to implement the review mission':; recommendations.

28. Despite diffiCUlt circumstances, Sudan had always pursued a liberal open-door
asylum policy, at heavy cost to its external relations, security interests and
economic and social well-being. The country's capacity to host refugees and care
for their needs had been exhausted by the massive 1984/85 drought-related refugee
influx. Consequently, the disturbing prospect at a renewed drought-related influx
of refugee. into the country was an urgent signal of imminent danger not only to
Sudan but to the whole world. The time to act was now. Tomorrow might be too late.

29. Mr. GUTIERREZ (Costa Rica) said that his Government was extremely grateful for
the co-operation and help which it had received from UNHCR, which had enabled it to
deal with the emergency situation caused by the flow of refugees from other Central
American countries into Costa Rica. However, his delegation felt that some of the
statements made in the UNHCR report (A/42/12) might sound too optimistic and lead
to the conclusion that there was no refugee problem in Central America, or that it
had nearly been solved. Unfortunately, that view did not corrrespond to reality.

30. Of course, the Central American crisis was abating. By virtue of the
agreement signed by the Central American President on 7 August, peace was no longe,
an unattainable ideGl but an increasingly real possibility. With regard to
refugees, howevp.r, although there had been some cases of voluntary repatriation,
the exodus continued. In that regard, the figures cited in paragraph 102 of the
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report should be viewed with caution. According to estim~tes by the Costa Rican
Government Office for Refugees, the number of refugees in Costa Rica as at
September 1986 had been 30,580, however, the number of "undocu~ented" Central
Americans there had been three to five times that number. Thus, the problem for
Costa Rica was far greater than thr report suggested. It was undoubtedly possible
to draw legal distinctions between "refugees" and "economic migrants". However, as
the High Commissione~ had Raid, the tendency to confuse the two was becoming more
prevalent and was likely to result in an impasse. For receiving Stat~ , the
problem lay in the fact that both refugees and economic migrants had the same
effect on the labour market and considerably raised the cost of social benefits,
placing a difficult hurden on countries undergoing the effects of an economic
recession.

31. Since there were still Nicaraguans who wished to leave their country because
of the civil war or e~onomic difficulties, steps to liberalize freedom of movement
for all citizens could result in a greater flow ot refugees into Costa Rica and
Honduras. Thus, the problem of the flow of refugees was far from being solved in
Central America and might even become worse, And there was still a need for durable
solutions. Of the three alternatives noted by the High Commissioner (voluntary
repatriation, local integration and resettlement in third countries), the first and
third were unlikely to be chosen by most refugees currently in Costa Rica. For
them, returning to their couhtry would not represent a very attractive option,
given current economic problems, on the other hand, few countries had shown an
interest in receiving Central American emigrants. The region would therefore need
United Nations programmes to help it bear the economic and social burden for many
years to come. That burden should be borne by the entire international community,
not just the receiving countries. His delegation theretore hoped that the draft
reSOlution to be submitted on the item would receive the support of all Member
States.

32. Mr. SISWANTO (Indonesia) s~id that many of the countries which had granted
shelter to millions of refugees fleeing war and suffering could not contir,ue to
assume an open-ended commitment because of the additional strains being placed on
their already fragile nationa~ infrastructures. The role of UNHCR in promoting
voluntary repatriation to countries of origin, once the conditions prompting the
original flight had improved, was indispensable. In that connoction, his
delegation was encouraged to note from the report (A/42/l2) that two tripartite
commissions had b~en established during the reporting period, composed of
representatives of the country of origin, the country of asylum and UNHCR, indeed,
communication and co-ordination among all parties concerned was essential to
tacilitating an orderly and safe return of the refugees. UNHCR had made available
approximately $11.1 million under Special Programmes to assist refugees after their
return, and close to a quarter of a million refugees had returned to their
countries of origin during t~e reporting period.

:3. Where voluntary repatriation was not feasible, however, alternatives must be
sought elsewhere to avoid permanent institutionalization in refugee camps.
Resettlement in third countries would alleviate the pressure on the neighbouring
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developing countries that had thus far borne the lion's share of the burden, and
would equitably distribute responsibility for refugees among the entire
international community. The third alternative, local integration in countries of
first asylum, was economically difficult and might evell trigger serious and
insl1rmountable social problems.

34. With regard to the statement in paragraph 89 that the Refugee Processi~q

Centre at Galang, Indonesia, had been closed, while it was correct that the
refugees who had been awaiting resettlement in the United States had been
ttansferred to the Philippines, approximately 800 refugees had remained at Galang.
A recent influx in October 1987 had brought the total number of refugees there to
2,50G. Although the number of refugees arriving in Indonesia had decreased by
58 per cent from the preceding year, resettlement in third countries was beginning
to fall victim to fatigue, and new arrivals faced an ever-increasing wait in
refu~ee centres.

35. While Indonesia would continue to extend humanitarian aid to refugees, his
delegation underlined the need for the entire international community to share the
burden and fulfil its responsibilities through offers of resettlement. He ~~ped

that the effortB being made by UNHCR to strengthen its capacity for action and
improve its structure would achieve the desired enhancement of its efficiency and
effectiveness. In that context, his delegation welcomed the assistance activities
outlined in document A/42/l2. If truly lasting solutions were to be found,
however, more attention would need to be focused on eliminating the root causes of
refugee situations and on understanding the dynamics of displacement. The study of
past and current refugee situations would yield valuable data that would permit a
faster response time and a more efficient mobilization of international resources.

The meeting rose at 4.50 p.m.


